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Number Foil Balloon Factory 

Borun balloon factory as a well-known number foil 

balloon factory in china, the production of number 

foil balloon is reliable quality and cheap price. as a 

number foil balloon factory, we have professional 

production equipment and technical personnel, the 

daily production of more than 10,000 kinds of 

number foil balloons, light quality, less wrinkles, 

diverse styles, not easy to damage are the 

characteristics of borun number foil balloon factory 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Borun number foil balloon factory produces a variety of number foil balloons, solid color of up 

to 50 styles of number foil balloons including the most popular black and rose gold, we have 

enough stock to meet any orders, and guarantee delivery within 15 days for you. 

  

Number foil balloon is a popular decoration in birthday party decoration at present. it can be 

divided into 16 inch number foil balloon, 32 inch number foil balloon and 40 inch number foil 

balloon according to its size. the most popular is the 32 inch number foil balloon, as many 

customers use it to show their age when celebrating their birthdays. of course, a number foil 

balloon filled with helium or hydrogen and secured with a ribbon is the perfect party accessory 

for a latex balloon arch garland kit. 

 

Borun number foil balloon factory produces a variety of number foil balloons, solid color of the 

number foil balloon up to more than 50 styles, including the most popular black and rose gold. 

of course, we also create a lot of heart-shaped styles, printed on the number foil balloons or 

custom logo, number foil balloon factory can meet any design requirements, we have enough 

stock to meet orders from any region, and guarantee to deliver the goods to you within 15 days. 

  

The number foil balloon produced by Borun number foil Balloon factory is a popular product. 

After multi-channel distribution, it has received many customers' orders on multiple 

e-commerce platforms. If you want to buy number foil balloons wholesale can contact us, we 

as a number foil balloon factory we will give you a discount to the cheapest price. 
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